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hi dong, its me again. i had to delete all the settings on the xp r9 including the ip addres of the
wireless connection. i then reconnected it and set it back to the interface i was using before. i could
then see it on the wifi manager. i did a factory reset on the xp r9 and my xbox did not log back in, but
i have been in developer mode for months and my wifi is set to 3 stars. hi dong, i am still having
issues with the connection to my rrouter. so i ran the loopback test and it said the connection was ok.
i have a second xbox that is connected to the same router. i am using the 2nd xbox as a wireless
repeater for the first xbox. every time i change the ip address of my first xbox the connection drops
and i have to reset the system. i changed the ip to 6.7.8.6 and i can see it when i turn on the 2nd
xbox. i can ping the 2nd xbox and the google.com but the connection drops every few minutes. as a
test i connected the 1st xbox directly to the internet and i am able to see the internet from the 1st
xbox. but i want to use my 2nd xbox as a repeater with the 1st xbox. so, i went ahead and bought the
pimax 8k, and i am super happy with it. it's not for me to comment on the framerate / latency or
resolution of their headset (though they do pretty well on both), but what i can say is i don't run into
any of the problems i've had with other vr headsets. i've been having tons of fun with some of the
games, especially ark: survival evolved. the pimax headband sits snugly on my head, and its
comfortable for extended periods. the lenses are clear, and the headtracking is really responsive,
though there isn't any display latency when i'm actively looking around - but i'm willing to accept a
slighly slower framerate and slightly degraded resolution to be able to move as freely as i want.
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testing the iphone 11 over the wifi hotspot that is built into the cordless phone. no problem. tried the
iphone 11 over the iphone 11 and it worked just fine. i then tried it over the ethernet line and still no
luck. i tried a friend's laptop and still no problem. i am using the term hotspot here in an attempt to
make it clear that the wifi connection is not what i am describing. the current configuration i have is

below. i am not sure where to post this but i may have posted this in the wrong section. i am using an
lg stylo 5 and it has an ethernet port in it as well. i have connected this to the wlan0 using an
ethernet cable, and it also shows up as wlan0. what is the conidtion going on here? i thought

ethernet port was used with only wifi. hi. i am having the same issue as the poster above. tried the
iphone 11 over the ethernet. no issue. tried the iphone 11 over the wifi hotspot. no go. tried the same

iphone 11 on another computer that has no wifi hotspot. tried a friends ethernet cable over wifi
hotspot and same issue. im using the default setting on the router as well as unplugging any other
computers from the router. im lost. has anyone found a solution? am i missing something simple?
after going through many permutations i finally got ethernet working. i had a previous router that
was only part of the problem because i was using bridged mode so the wifi was accessible. after

changing to access point mode and adding the ethernet port on the router, the ethernet connection
to my computer worked immediately. i've tested every device in the house with the router now in

access point mode and the ethernet ports and it seems to be working fine. it could all be coincidence.
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